FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
GT

WHAT ARE THE PRODUCTS OF TURFWORKS?
GT
TURFWORKS products are artificial grass which are extremely durable,
weather resistant, UV protected and color safe. GTTURFWORKS offers artificial grass for
residential application and artificial turf for commercial applications. All of our artificial
grass products are environmentally friendly and looks, and feels like real grass. There
has been extensive research and development to get these advanced fibers to the point
they are today.
GT

WHAT IS TURFWORKS PRODUCTS MADE OF?
Our artificial grass is carefully constructed using a revolutionary monofilament
and dual blade polyethylene and polypropylene fiber technology replicates individual
grass blades with unparalleled realism. Each product we provide is UV stabilized and is
designed to withstand the toughest climates and the most demanding sporting
application.
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HOW ARE TURFWORKS PRODUCTS MADE?
GT
TURFWORKS products use high quality fibers which is lubricated with silicone
and sewn into a rubberized plastic mat.
WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF USING ARTIFICIAL GRASS THAN REAL
GRASS?
Artificial grass can be a better solution when the environment is particularly
hostile to natural grass. Real grass lawns are not only expensive, but they require
irrigation and weekly maintenance, such as: mowing, watering, fertilizing, thatching,
weeding, edging, and chemical pesticides. For sporting purposes, artificial turf has the
advantage of not giving players any rugburn as could happen with natural grass
surfaces.
Its texture is not affected by climate and weather changes.
GT
TURFWORKS products are suitable for installation on many types of soil
conditions, it can be removed at any point without causing any damage to the basic
flooring, and extremely low maintenance.
HOW DO YOU COMPARE GTTURFWORKS PRODUCTS IN TERMS OF COST WITH
NATURAL GRASS?
Considering the regular management of a natural grass to ensure its quality and
GT
longevity, most are expensive and time consuming. TURFWORKS products offer you
a revolutionary surface without the costly and time consuming chores.
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TURFWORKS PRODUCTS FADE?
GT
No.
TURFWORKS products are assembled using commercial quality fibers
with high UV protection against excessive wear, fading, and sun.
GT
HOW LONG WILL TURFWORKS LAST? IS THERE A WARRANTY?
GT
With basic customer care TURFWORKS products will last for many years. It
has a life capacity longer than natural grass.
DOES
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN IT RAINS?
During manufacturing process, our grass is specially perforated with holes
engineered to accommodate the normal drainage requirements of rain. The water
simply drains through the small drainage holes into the ground. The sand and rubber
infill will help to absorb and hold the water which will eventually drain through. During
heavy rains some water will run off the top of the surface just as it would with natural
grass or dirt.
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DOES MOLD GROW IN TURFWORKS PRODUCTS?
Natural grass will support the growth of mold more than artificial grass.
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TURFWORKS PRODUCTS REQUIRE MAINTENANCE?
TURFWORKS product is as maintenance free as it gets. Once installed, just
keep the leaves and debris off the surface. If you see any weeds, just spray or pull
GT
them, as you would with real grass. TURFWORKS products only need occasional
watering to remove the dust.
DOES
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TURFWORKS PRODUCTS FLAMMABLE?
Artificial grass is less flammable than live natural grass and many times less
flammable than dead natural grass. The sand and rubber infill also helps prevent a fire
from spreading, and can often extinguish a fire.
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CAN
TURFWORKS PRODUCTS BE INSTALLED ON BOTH INDOOR AND
OUTDOOR AREAS?
Yes. With our artificial grass, you can enhance your indoor or outdoor spaces and
individualize your residential area. You can build your own putting green and grass lawn
that comes as close to real grass.
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TURFWORKS PRODUCTS BE SCULPTURED AROUND WALKWAYS,
CAN
POOLS, PLANTS OR TREES?
Yes, just like real grass it can be installed in such areas.
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TURFWORKS PRODUCTS BE
IN WHAT SIZE OR SHAPE CAN THE
CONSTRUCTED?
With professional installation, just about any size or shape can be constructed.
ARE GTTURFWORKS PRODUCTS IMPORTED?
Yes. The production of our artificial grass comes from high quality standard and
provides the most realistic looking and maintenance free residential artificial grass for
both home-owners and commercial applications alike.
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